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INITIAL TEACHING OF READING AND WRITING
IN LITHUANIA



THE INDO - EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

Lithuanian (lietuvių kalba) belongs to the Baltic branch of 
the Indo-European language family.



It is generally 
estimated that more 
than one-half of the 
Lithuanian 
vocabulary has been 
inherited directly 
from its Proto-Indo-
European source. 

About one eighth comes from the Proto-Baltic era (circa
2,000 B.C. to 500 B.C.) and about one eighth was formed in
the "Lithuanian era" :
Eastern Proto-Baltic, circa 500 B.C. to 700 A.D.;
Old Lithuanian, circa 700 A.D. to 1600 A.D.;
Modern Lithuanian — since circa 1600.



This means that only one-fourth of the total Lithuanian
vocabulary has been borrowed at various times from other
Indo-European languages, primarily from Germanic and Slavic
languages, but also from Latin, Greek, Italian, French, and
others.



The first Lithuanian alphabet was 
introduced in the Cathecismus
written by Martynas Mažvydas

in 1547. 



DIALECTS
Lithuanian is divided into several distinct dialect areas. Standard 
Lithuanian is based on AUKŠTAITIAN (Highland Lithuanian) 
taught in schools.



Lithuanian is the oldest surviving Indo-European language,
related to Sanskrit (the classical language of India), Latin
and Ancient Greek. Why? Because it has preserved the
most phonetical and morphological aspect of
protolanguage which many other European languages
come from. ("The Lithuanian Language" 2018)



Lithuanian alphabet is called ABĖCĖLĖ:
• based on Latin;
• written in Latin; 
• script from left to right.



Learning the Lithuanian alphabet is very important
because, without it, you will not be able to say words
properly even if you know how to write those words.
The better you pronounce a letter in a word, the more
understood you will be in speaking the Lithuanian
language.



• The current Lithuanian alphabet
has 32 letters (12 vowels and 20 
consonants) and looks just like
an English alphabet except there
is no Q, W or X.

• Instead, you may find several
strange-looking letters (Ą, Ę, Ė, Į, 
Ų, Ū, Č, Š, Ž).

• Ą, Ę, Į, Ų have a ‘little tail’ 
(linguists call it CAUDATA). It is
used to indicate long vowels
which historically once were
diphtongs with an ‘n’ sound.

• Č, Š, Ž, Ė, and Ū are called letters
with diacritics.





• 12 letters signify 13 vowel sounds
• 2 types of vowels 

SHORT         LONG

There are 3 written variations 
of long vowels
• a dot (Ė ė)
• a dash (Ū ū)
• nasal (a little tail) (Ą ą / Ę ę)









y – is long “ee” 



only in international words



NAMAS

ACCUSATIVE FORM OF THE WORD (HOUSE)NOUN (HOUSE)

Long

Short

NAMĄ

Long

Nasal



• Consonants ch dz dž
are signified by 2 
letters and are not 
separately included in 
the alphabet.

• All Lithuanian consonants 
except /j/ have two 
variants: a non-
palatalized one and 
a palatalized one, 
represented by 
the IPA symbols in the 
chart (i.e., /b/ – /bʲ/, 
/d/ – /dʲ/, /ɡ/ – /ɡʲ/, and 
so on). 



The Lithuanian language is the richest in sounds

• Vowel sounds: 12; 

• Consonant sounds: 45; 

• Sounds in total: 57

(In English 44 )



Visi žmonės gimsta laisvi ir lygūs savo
orumu ir teisėmis. Jiems suteiktas protas ir
sąžinė ir jie turi elgtis vienas kito atžvilgiu
kaip broliai.

Most words in Lithuanian end in a vowel or [s].

All people are born free and equal in dignity and 
rights. They have a mind and a conscience, and they must behave 
towards one another as brothers.

Sample text in Lithuanian 

In English



Good Morning! – Labas rytas!
Good Afternoon! – Laba diena!
Good Evening! – Labas vakaras!
Hello! – Sveiki!
Goodbye! – Viso gero!
See you later! – Iki pasimatymo!
Thank You! – Ačiū!
What’s up? – Kaip sekasi?
I don’t speak Lithuanian. – Nekalbu lietuviškai.
I love basketball! – Aš myliu krepšinį!

Unlike English, the Lithuanian spelling is very regular, meaning 
the words are almost always pronounced as they are written, and 
most letters have only one possible way to pronounce them.



Remember some differences with English:

“y” is “ee” like in “tree”
“j” is “y” like “yellow”
“c” is always “ts”

r – in Lithuanian is much more like in Latin or Greek, but never like in 
English, German or French.

The strange signs on some of the Latin letters are not just simply for 
decoration: the letters ą, ę, į, ų, ū, č, š, ž stand for totally different 
sounds than the letters a, e, i, u, c, s, z.

c = /ts/- citrina (lemon) s = /s/ – saulė (the sun) z = /z/–zuikis (rabbit)

č = /ch/- česnakas (garlik) š = /sh/ – širdis (heart) ž = /zh/– žaislas (toy)



In English, we write through but pronounce it /thru:/. 
to signify three sounds we employ seven letters.

In Lithuanian, the situation is much more realistic. 
Lithuanians spell the word for " house",
„namas and pronounce it /na:mas/.

They spell the word "language" 
kalba and pronounce it /kalba/.



DIFFICULTIES IN GRAMMAR
grammatical accuracy

• Lithuanian grammar retains many archaic features 
from Proto-Indo European (the complex morphology).

• It doesn’t have articles – the connections between 
words are expressed by declining the endings. 



• 5 noun declensions, with 7 singular and 
plural cases in each declension. 

• Two genders: masculine and feminine, with
a few neuter nouns.



• The same word takes different forms when it is used in 
different contexts (agglutinative language). What is said in 
English in 2, 3 or even 4 words frequently may be said in 
Lithuanian with just a single word. 

For instance:

"I will come" "Ateisiu„
"You will come" "Ateisi"
"I did come" "Atėjau"
"He/she used to come" - "Ateidavo" 



DIFFICULTIES IN ACCENTUATION

• Stress can fall on any syllable 
in a word

• A pitch system is thought to 
have been retained from 
Proto-Indo-European

• Pitch of vowels distinguishes 
the meaning of the words

• Tones occur in long vowels and 
diphthongs

• The falling tone is marked with 
an acute accent and the rising 
tone with a tilde above the 
vowel



DIFFICULTIES IN PRONUNCIATION
“Fat L” vs. “Skinny L”

• A common problem for non-native Lithuanian speakers 
is the pronunciation of /L/sound.

• In English, /L/ has pronounced almost always as a “fat L”.

(lemon, lion, leg)

• In Spanish, French, or German, /L/ has a variety of 
sounds, but in most cases is pronounced as a “skinny L.”

(die Lampe, die Lehrerin) 

• In Lithuanian, the usage of “fat L” vs. “skinny L” is 
about 50:50.



If the vowel that follows is an “a,” “o,” or “u,” a “Fat L” should be
used; For example: kuolas, kuolo, kuolu.

If the vowel that follows is “e,” “i,” or “y,” a “skinny L” should be 
used; for example: balionas, balerina, bailys.

What makes this tricky is, that even if there is more than one
consonant after the “L”, the choice between fat and skinny L still
will depend (in most cases) on the vowel that follows.
For examples: 
valdovas (fat); valdė (skinny); valdyti (skinny); valdžia (skinny).

What determines whether a “fat L” or 
a “skinny L” should be used? 



TASK

After each of the following words, write whether a “fat L” or a 
“skinny L” should be voiced (write F for “fat” and S for “skinny”):

(S_S_F_F_S)

bulius ___bilietas ___bulka __ kaltas ___kaltė ____



PRONUNCIATION OF CONSONANTS
/d/ and /t/

• Many children in Lithuania 
for whom the Lithuanian 
language is not his/her mother 
(first) language, pronounce 
certain consonants when 
speaking Lithuanian in a way 
that makes their spoken 
Lithuanian quickly identifiable as 
non-native. 

• In Lithuanian consonants (this 
also applies to “p” and “k”) are 
pronounced without aspiration. 
In other words, we should “say 
it, don’t spray it.”



The initial Lithuanian language teaching

Method 1: Sounds, letters and syllables
• Lithuanian language teachers usually use

thhe phonics method, based on the 
relationship between individual letters and 
sounds. Children learn to match letters and 
sounds, such as ‘l-ė-l-ė, lėlė’ (doll) 

• It starts with small units and builds towards 
a bigger picture of reading. 

• It involves children becoming aware of the 
sounds that letters or pairs of letters make 
(phonics) and appreciating how these fit 
together to make sounds within words 
(phonemic awareness).

• This method is important because it enables 
young children to ‘sound out’ written words 
that they don’t recognize – even if they 
don’t understand the meaning of the word. 



The initial English (L2) language teaching

Method 2: Look-and-say
• This method is often used to learn

English as a foreign language.
• The look-and-say method of teaching 

reading links whole words with their 
meanings without breaking them down 
into sounds first.

• The meaning of the word and how it 
can be used in different contexts is very 
important. Children need to remember 
the shape and look of the word so that 
they recognize it when they see it again 
– in other words, it relies on a child’s 
visual memory.

• The look-and-say method is very useful 
for the many words whose spellings do 
not match their sounds, such as ‘the’, 
‘said’ or ‘when’ in English. 



While teaching reading and writing Lithuanian and 
English language teachers usually combine

the phonics method and the look-and say method.




